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Hex dumbbell set with racks

Create your own freestanding weight training system with CAP Hex Dumbbell Set, 5-25 lb pairs with Rack. This kit can be used for both upper body and lower body to improve all muscle groups. The CAP gir kit is made of high quality cast iron core with a dense, durable coating. The coating helps protect floors and equipment from potential damage. The handles are made of hard
steel. Each gira is designed with a unique hexagonal shape so as not to roll. The kit comes with a pair of 5-25 lb giris and a 20 Cap barbell two-stage storage rack. The shelf can easily fit additional barbed, if necessary, for extra convenience. Weight dumbbell set with rack Can be used for both upper body and lower body to strengthen all muscle groups Hexagonal shape of these
bracelets are designed to prevent dumbbells from removable coating to protect floors and equipment Made of hard cast iron with steel handles The set includes a pair of 5-25 LB, with CAP 20 2-tier Rubber Rack Hex chews are a great compliment to any gym. Beginners get a good spread of lighter weights and advanced trainers have access to lighter giris to heat ups, rehab work
and so on. The weights are welded in place and use a durable rubber housing. Product Comparison (0) Product code: CG5-40RBHXCPT Compact 3 Tier Dumble with 8 Pairs of our Premium Rubber Hex Dumbbells Sorry, We're Exhausted! $1,449.00 $1,449.00 Ex tax: $1,317.27 Product code: CG5-50RBHEX This 5 kg - 50 kg Rubber Hex 10pr with Rack is a range of commercial
quality rubber chewing gum for advanced trainers. Matte black 3-storey dumbbell stand. I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $2,149.00 $2,149.00 Ex tax: $1,953.64 Product code: CG3-15RBHEX Profitable prices with compact footprint &amp;r&quot;quot; Commercial quality, this 3kg to 15kg Rubber Hex Dumbbell Set is ideal for your home or studio gym. 10 pairs/set. I'm sorry, we're
exhausted! $729.00 $729.00 Ex tax: $662.73 Product code: CG2.5-25RBHEX This 2.5 kg - 25 kg Rubber Hex 10pr with Maxx Power Rack gives you 10 pairs of commercial quality dull with smart-looking matte black 2nd floor rack. I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $1,139.00 $1,139.00 Ex tax: $1,035.45 Product code: CG1-20RBHEX 14 pairs of commercial quality rubber hex dummies
including stand. Easy access to these 1 kg to 20 kg Rubber Hex Dumbels on all four sides of its compact vertical loom... I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $1,095.00 $1,095.00 Ex tax: $995.45 Product code: CG10-40RBHEX This 10 kg - 40kg Rubber Hex 10pr Rack is a range of commercial quality for advanced trainers. Smart grey 3-storey gir holder. I'm sorry, we're exhausted!
$1,829.00 $1,829.00 Excl.: $1,662.73 See this in our exhibition Product Code: CG1-10RBHEXASTD This 1-10 kg Rubber HexAdecimal Dumble Set ( 10 pairs of premium quality, ergonomically designed designed - Matte black stand. Invincible at... I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $515.00 $515.00 Ex tax: $468.18 Product code: CG2.5-25RBHXCPT Finally saving profits solution for
those who don't have enough room for dumb-size Rack. This set 2.5 kg -25 kg Hex Dumbbell kit comes with a compact 3 floor... I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $1,149.00 $1,149.00 Tax-free: $1,044.55 See this in our exhibition hall! Product code: CG1-10RBHEX Our rubber hex girs have always been the best at price, but now with the new matte black stand they are by far the
smartest. This 1 kg to 10 kg rubber Hex Dumbet Kit... I'm sorry, we're exhausted! $559.00 $559.00 Ex tax: $508.18 Showing 1 to 9 of 9 (1 Pages) Visit the help section or contact us Fitness Factory offers a full range of drums in a variety of materials and shapes, including cast iron hexes, rubber hexbells, round rubber dooms and vinyl coating and unhealed Buy dumbbells
individually from pounds, in sets or purchase dumbbells , including giris sets with shelves for storage and weight benches. The fitness factory also carries adjustable giris, which are ideal for small spaces, and gir handles in Olympic and standard widths. Chrome handles with a ripe finish, from 3...  ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. All prices are in US dollars. Usd.
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